Reimagining Resources Policy: Synergizing Mining Waste Utilization for Sustainable Construction Practices
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Abstract: To address the urgent need for sustainability, this paper provides a critical discussion and serves as a pivotal resource for stakeholders in the mining and construction sectors. It advocates repurposing mining waste into concrete aggregate, promoting eco-friendly practices. The paper conducts a thorough review of recent developments, technological innovations, and methodologies to showcase mining waste's potential as a sustainable construction material. Highlighting more than a decade of research, our analysis reveals significant environmental, economic, and practical benefits, such as reduced ecological footprints through waste minimization and resource conservation, alongside cost-effective material alternatives. This investigation offers an in-depth look at these advantages and sparks essential discussions about incorporating advanced recycling technologies into conventional construction workflows. Promoting circular economy principles, the study underscores the dual gains: lessening environmental impact and progressing towards resource efficiency. Aiming to alter industry perceptions and practices, the work encourages a shift towards environmental stewardship and innovation. Ultimately, this paper aims not only to disseminate knowledge but also to motivate action. It provides readers with the necessary insights to lead a transition towards more sustainable industry norms, thus establishing a new benchmark for addressing sustainability challenges with creativity and collective effort.
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Highlights:

✓ This paper enhances construction sustainability by repurposing mining waste effectively.
✓ This paper advocates for integrating recycling and circular economy principles in construction.
✓ This paper promotes an industry-wide sustainability shift by leveraging mining waste's potential.
I. Introduction and Background

The growth of modern civilisation is deeply intertwined with the mining industry [1]. As society has progressed, our demand for minerals, metals, and other subterranean resources has significantly increased [2]. However, with the benefits of mining come several environmental challenges. One major problem is the uncontrolled buildup and dumping of mining waste [3]. This waste, often a mix of water and finely ground rock or ore, is typically stored in large dams or ponds close to the mining site. Such storage areas can be dangerous and risk causing harm to the environment [4,5]. This growing issue does not just stand in the way of making mining truly sustainable but also adds to environmental and natural disturbances [6]. Mining wastes, traditionally viewed as an undesirable byproduct, poses significant environmental threats beyond merely detracting from green mining practices. These materials can release major pollutants, including heavy metals and chemical contaminants, into ecosystems, critically endangering local flora and encroaching upon pristine land areas [7]. Pollutants from mining waste disrupt ecological balance and pose health risks to local communities. This highlights the urgent need for sustainable waste management solutions in the mining industry to mitigate these environmental impacts. Moving forward, in a world where sustainability is essential, addressing the issues caused by mining waste becomes crucial (Figure 1A).

Figure 1. (A) The risk of mining waste discharge; (B) Metal recycling from mining waste; (C) The development of construction industry; (D) Materials recycling from mining waste into construction.
Currently, a widely endorsed approach to attaining sustainability in the mining sector hinges on the recycling of mining wastes [8]. This strategy tackles both the safety hazards of accumulating mining residues and the environmental concerns arising from these stockpiles. Additionally, recycling aligns with the increasing demand for materials in various industrial domains, bridging the gap between resource scarcity and sustainable waste management [9]. Numerous domain experts advocate that mining waste is not merely an environmental liability but, in fact, a substantial reservoir of valuable resources. Experts emphasize that these waste materials, often perceived as worthless and problematic, actually encapsulate a plethora of untapped potentials. For instance, certain mining residues contain precious metals, rare earth elements, or other minerals that remain in significant quantities, overlooked during the initial extraction processes [10,11]. Recent advancements in beneficiation technology now allow the extraction of essential metals like gold, copper, and aluminum from mining by-products, especially tailings [11-13] (Figure 1B). Despite an increasing trend toward leveraging this approach, several challenges persist. A primary concern is economic viability, as extraction costs often exceed potential returns [14,15]. Furthermore, post-extraction, the residual components, predominantly silica-based waste rock, remain largely unutilised. The continuous discharge and subsequent accumulation of such residues can result in significant environmental challenges, with land occupation being a principal concern [16]. Beyond traditional recycling, mining wastes offer potential in areas like soil amendment, which improves soil fertility and structure but faces challenges such as potential heavy metal leaching, affecting soil and water quality. Using them in eco-friendly products, such as low-impact building materials, faces hurdles in consistency, performance standards, and market acceptance [17]. Moreover, innovative applications in carbon sequestration present opportunities to mitigate climate change, yet the scalability and long-term efficacy of such technologies remain uncertain. Thus, while leveraging mining waste presents a promising approach to sustainability, it introduces economic and environmental concerns that necessitate careful consideration. Recognizing mining waste as a valuable resource paves the way for innovative applications beyond conventional recycling, addressing environmental issues and contributing to the circular economy.

The construction sector, currently grappling with an intensified demand for concrete aggregates (Figure 1C). This situation creates a fortuitous window to repurpose mining wastes in a more uncomplicated manner. Incorporating mining wastes into the construction realm, particularly as aggregates, offers a straightforward and cost-efficient solution devoid of intricate technical demands [18,19]. Beyond mere economic advantages, this approach carries broader
environmental ramifications. Shifting to mining wastes reduces reliance on conventional sand and gravel, alleviating the environmental impact of these extractions [20]. Moreover, specific mining by-products, such as copper slag, when used as concrete aggregates, can bolster the structural integrity and longevity of construction materials [21] (Figure 1D). Thus, integrating mining waste into construction practices not only addresses the issue of waste accumulation but also charts a sustainable path for the industry.

Repurposing of mining waste for the construction sector is gaining significant attention, often seen as more pragmatic than solely extracting specific usable components. This evolving view is rooted in the comprehensive advantages the construction industry presents over the narrow focus of extracting singular elements. Several reasons underpin this shift in mindset. To begin with, the vast amounts of mining waste produced worldwide suggest that its integration into expansive sectors like construction is not only feasible but also environmentally prudent [22]. Utilising this waste in construction materials can significantly cut down our dependency on untapped resources, which often come at a substantial environmental price [23,24]. Additionally, the inherent characteristics of many mining wastes dovetail with the demands of construction materials. As an illustration, some mining residues have granular dimensions and textures akin to industry-standard sand, rendering them apt for concrete formulations [25,26]. Economic considerations also play a central role in this discussion. Converting mining waste into construction materials fit for construction often proves to be more economically viable than complex beneficiation methods focused on singular resource extraction [27-29]. Such cost-effectiveness is attributed to streamlined processing, reduced energy consumption, and sidestepping the expenses related to waste management or extended storage. From a broader perspective, the environmental impact is hard to ignore. With the construction industry veering towards greener methodologies, the case for incorporating mining waste strengthens. This approach not only provides a mechanism to diminish the environmental repercussions associated with construction, but it also furnishes a cohesive response to the quandaries of mining waste stewardship [30].

This paper is strategically designed to serve as both a discussion piece and a pivotal information resource for professionals and stakeholders in the mining and construction industries. It delves into the innovative repurposing of mining waste as aggregate in concrete production, advocating for a shift towards sustainable and eco-friendly practices. Through a comprehensive examination of the latest trends, technologies, and methodologies, the paper aims to shed
light on the untapped potential of mining waste, transforming it from a by-product into a valuable resource for sustainable construction. By presenting a thorough analysis of the environmental, economic, and practical implications of such repurposing efforts, this document seeks to inspire a paradigm shift in how industry professionals perceive and utilize mining waste. It underscores the critical importance of adopting circular economy principles, which not only mitigate environmental impacts but also contribute to a more resource-efficient and sustainable future. Beyond merely presenting data, this endeavor seeks to spark a dialogue on the necessity of integrating innovative recycling techniques into mainstream construction practices. The ultimate goal is to equip readers with the knowledge and inspiration to drive the transition towards more sustainable industry standards, setting a new precedent for environmental stewardship and innovation in the face of global sustainability challenges.

II. Research Methodology and Significance

The methodology of this study is meticulously designed to analyze and clarify the complex relationship between the reuse of mining waste in construction and its evolving impact on industry practices and sustainability. The journey begins with an exhaustive gathering and examination of literature spanning from 2010 to 2022. This timeline is pivotal as it encapsulates a period marked by heightened awareness and action towards sustainability, particularly in the domains of mining and construction.

Central to the study are two pressing questions that drive the research narrative. The first question (Q1) delves into the historical integration of mining waste into the construction industry, examining how this integration has evolved and what rich insights a detailed overview of past and current practices can offer. The second question (Q2) casts an eye towards the future, contemplating how the trajectory of sustainable practices in mining and construction will inform and shape the strategies for mining waste repurposing. Together, these questions anchor the research in historical context and propel it forward, bridging past practices with future possibilities.

Utilizing a specialized search query within the Web of Science (WoS) database, accessed on 2023/08/31, the research initiative successfully compiled 298 pertinent academic articles. The choice to utilize the WoS database was grounded in its reputation for comprehensive coverage and high-quality, peer-reviewed publications. These articles intricately connect the domains of mining waste and the construction industry, adhering to a meticulously formulated Search Strategy:
Search Formula: ("mining waste" OR "mine waste" OR "mining waste rock" OR "tailings" OR "red mud" OR "coal gangue") AND (recycle* OR reuse* OR reclaim*) AND ("construction materials" OR "construction engineering" OR "concrete materials" OR "cement" OR "cementitious material") Filter used: 2010/01/01-2023/08/31

With 298 relevant academic papers in hand, the study does not merely skim through these works but engages with them deeply, employing the sophisticated analytical capabilities of Citespace V6.1 R6 [31]. This premier visualization software is not just a tool but a lens that magnifies, dissects, and illuminates the nuanced interplays and intricate patterns woven throughout the collated papers. It aids in unearthing underlying trends, pinpointing regional contributions, and spotlighting the seminal works that have punctuated this research domain [32].

The ambition of this research transcends the realms of mere quantitative or qualitative analysis. It is a quest to distill the very essence of each paper, to extract those groundbreaking discoveries, pivotal contributions, and innovative solutions that collectively form the rich tapestry of this field. Each insight is carefully woven into a cohesive and informed narrative, a tapestry that narrates the journey of mining waste from being a by-product to becoming a cornerstone in the edifice of sustainable construction.

This study, building on the meticulously designed methodology, not only bridges significant research gaps but also marks a seminal stride in sustainable construction through the repurposing of mining waste. This thorough investigation highlights mining waste’s potential in fostering environmental, economic, and regulatory advancements and catalyzes a transformative shift in industry perceptions. Recognizing mining waste as a resource paves the way for groundbreaking sustainability practices, intertwining environmental conservation with resource efficiency. This paradigm shift, far from being merely theoretical, proposes tangible strategies and best practices, aligning with global sustainability ambitions and potentially revolutionizing construction methodologies. Thus, the study is poised to substantially influence both practical applications and policy frameworks, propelling the construction industry towards a more sustainable and resource-efficient future.

III. Bibliometric Analysis

3.1 Co-occurrence Analysis

Through the lens of keyword co-occurrence analysis (Figure 2), we pinpointed several predominant keywords that have consistently resonated in studies concerning the recycling of mining wastes within the construction sector from
2010 to 2023. Notably, these pivotal terms include categories: characterisation "Mechanical property/Behavior/Compressive strength/Performance", waste type "Red mud/Fly ash/(Mine) tailing/Coal gangue/Slag", and waste destination "Concrete/Cement/Brick/Backfill". These significant keywords maintain a synergistic and inseparable connection with each other.

Figure 2. Keyword co-occurrence analysis graph.

Mining wastes are repurposed extensively as cementitious, construction, or backfill materials, amplifying their inherent characteristics. Generally viewed similarly, construction materials and backfill materials are often seen through a similar lens, where backfill materials specifically cater to replenishing voids left from mining operations. Mining waste, based on its potential for reuse, is classified into three distinct categories. The first category includes materials like fly ash, utilized primarily as raw materials for cementitious substances but not typically as aggregates for construction or backfill due to their fine particle size and specific chemical properties, which lend them a pozzolanic activity beneficial for cement. The second category comprises materials such as tailings, coal gangue, and slag, favored as aggregates rather than cementitious materials, given their larger particle size which doesn’t suit cement production. However, their specific compositions can enhance the strength of the final construction materials. The third category, exemplified by red mud, is versatile, acting both as a raw material for cementitious products and as an aggregate, owing to similar properties to fly ash and its ability to contribute to the strength of concrete mixtures when combined with cement.
This classification stems from a straightforward rationale: the physical and chemical characteristics of these materials, such as particle size and reactivity, dictate their most suitable applications in construction, guiding sustainable and efficient reuse strategies. Specifically, fly ash, characterized by its fine granularity and pozzolanic behavior, interacts with calcium hydroxide to forge compounds crucial for the cement's resilience and longevity. Tailings, coal gangue, and slag, notable for their coarser textures, find their niche not within the realm of cement but as superior aggregates, where their unique mineralogy can significantly bolster the structural integrity of various construction endeavors. Like fly ash, red mud is versatile and enhances concrete through its alumina content, thus improving the composite's mechanical strength.

Keyword co-occurrence analysis from our in-depth examination of recent studies indicates a growing prominence of red mud, increasingly cited for its potential as a sustainable alternative to traditional cement [33-38]. This highlights its role in reducing costs and enhancing the sustainability of construction materials [39,40], particularly in backfill applications where its similarity to conventional concrete aids underground stability [35,41]. Additionally, the combination of coal gangue used as aggregate and fly ash as a cementitious material has shown promising strength in construction and backfill materials [42-44]. Also, coal gangue’s widespread reuse in concrete brick production due to its abundance further underscores its utility [45,46]. While tailings and slag appear less frequently in such analyses, their long-standing application as aggregates in construction and backfilling showcases the maturity of these technologies [47-50].

Overall, red mud is the preeminent focus in mining waste studies, holding a substantial share in the analysed literature with 95 of the surveyed articles spotlighting its reuse. Upon delving deeper into regional co-occurrence analysis (Figure 3), it emerges that China stands at the forefront in research efforts dedicated to mining waste reuse, maintaining a sustained focus over an extensive period. Additionally, China has fostered robust collaborations and synergies with regions such as Turkey, United States, Australia, and Canada, spearheading advancements in mining waste recycling research. Remarkably, a significant fraction of the literature concerning red mud reuse originates from China, with 48 of the 95 relevant studies being Chinese contributions, which can be attributed to a number of factors. Primarily, China grapples with the scarcity of high-quality bauxite resources coupled with low ore grades [51,52]. Consequently, red mud, a by-product of bauxite processing, becomes a focal point of research. Recycling red mud not only addresses
environmental concerns stemming from its disposal but also paves the way for innovation in ancillary industries, prominently the construction sector. This concerted effort mirrors China’s commitment to mitigating environmental impacts while catalysing industrial growth and development.

Figure 3. Regional co-occurrence analysis graph.

The detailed keyword co-occurrence analysis delineates a vibrant and evolving research landscape where the repurposing of mining waste, particularly red mud, has emerged as a focal area of investigation, catalyzing innovative applications within the construction sector. The surge in research, especially prominent in China, underscores a global commitment to sustainable practices that align environmental stewardship with industrial advancement. Moving forward, this momentum is anticipated to spur further collaborations and breakthroughs, steering the industry towards a future marked by sustainability and resource optimization. The burgeoning developments hint at a future where the intertwined fate of the mining and construction sectors unfolds synergistically, heralding a new era of eco-conscious and economically viable advancements.

3.2 Keyword Temporal Analysis
In harnessing the analytical capabilities of Citespace V6.1 R6 software, a detailed temporal analysis was carried out to unravel the intricate patterns and trends prevalent in the mining waste recycling research spanning from 2010 to 2023. Initially, a substantial dataset comprising relevant academic papers from the specified timeframe served as the foundation for this in-depth analysis. Utilising Citespace software, a temporal visualisation was crafted, vividly illustrating the shifts and evolutions in research focus and methodologies over the years (Figure 4).

The keywords "Fly ash", "Red mud", and "Cement" emerged as the foremost and most consistently mentioned keywords throughout the period from 2010 to 2023. This trend underscores the longstanding efforts, dating back even before 2010, to recycle mining waste as a resource for preparing alternatives to traditional cement [53]. Furthermore, the persistence of keywords such as "Tailings", "Aggregates", and "backfill" from 2010 to 2023 highlights two distinct yet converging trajectories in the recycling of mining waste within the construction sector. The first trajectory emphasises the utilisation of tailings as aggregates in creating cementitious materials designated for backfill purposes in mining activities. Concurrently, another trajectory focuses on exploring these tailings' use as vital components in crafting materials suitable for broader construction applications. While the integration of tailings in backfill materials has been a
prevalent practice [54-56], harnessing their potential in general construction materials has notably gained momentum in the recent decade, paving the way for more sustainable and innovative construction solutions [57,58]. Besides tailings, various other forms of mining waste are progressively harnessed in developing construction materials. They delineate into two main streams: some serve as raw materials in crafting cement substitutes [59,60], while others function as aggregates in formulating concrete materials and associated products [61-63]. This shift is underscored by the prominent keywords of 2013: "Cementitious materials" and "Concrete", and further affirmed by 2014’s notable keywords, "Brick" and "Fine aggregate".

After 2015, research focus shifted noticeably towards an in-depth exploration of material characteristics, with "Performance" and "Strength" emerging as key terms. For alternatives to cement, the post-2015 inquiries have largely delved into the nuanced composition [64], elemental constituents [65], and reactivity of these burgeoning cementitious materials [43,66]; when it comes to construction concrete materials and backfill materials, sophisticated analytical techniques like XRD (X-Ray diffraction analysis) and XRF (X-ray fluorescence analysis) have become instrumental in characterisation processes, highlighting both the material’s structural intricacies and their performance capabilities. Yet, amidst these developments, the assessment of strength maintains a pivotal role, standing as a primary criterion in evaluating the viability of these materials in construction applications [67-69]. During the same timeframe, there has been a discernible upward trend in the attention paid to the hydration reactions and microstructure of mining wastes repurposed in construction materials. Understanding hydration reactions is crucial for construction materials developed from mining waste. Researchers are keen to ascertain whether these reactions parallel those seen in traditional cement, specifically in terms of generating strength-conferring structures like C-S-H (Calcium-Silicate-Hydrate), observing under the electron microscope [70,71]. Simultaneously, using mining waste as an aggregate has spurred considerable investigative efforts to discern how its composition might influence the cement’s hydration dynamics, and how the interplay between aggregate ratios and environmental conditions can potentially modulate the formation of hydration products, including structures akin to those found in cement, such as ettringite and C-S-H [72].

Since 2015, the environmental attributes of recycling mining waste have increasingly come under scrutiny, with a growing focus on "Life Cycle Assessment" and "Heavy Metal" frequencies in academic discourse. This shift highlights a critical understanding of the importance of evaluating the long-term environmental impacts of utilizing mining waste,
particularly assessing the leaching behavior of heavy metals from derived products. These evaluations are essential for ensuring the applications of these materials are safe and environmentally sound, marking a pivotal step towards sustainable mining practices. A notable study in China has showcased the environmental benefits and regulatory advancements resulting from recycling mining waste [39]. The study discovered that mixing red mud with cementitious materials significantly reduces the emission of hazardous substances, such as heavy metals and organic pollutants. This reduction is achieved by immobilizing these contaminants within the cement matrix, thus preventing their leakage. Moreover, toxicity leaching tests on cement-based materials using red mud as aggregate nearly met domestic water standards in China, leading to a gradual acceptance of these materials under environmental policies. China’s "Green Mine Construction" initiative exemplifies this acceptance, highlighting a significant shift towards embracing materials derived from mining waste for sustainable construction practices.

The trajectory from 2010 to 2023 manifests a discerning shift in the research focused on repurposing mining waste in the construction sector, navigating through three pronounced phases of exploration. Initially, the use of mining wastes such as red mud and fly ash (by-product from incinerators) as raw materials in creating new cementitious substances was a prominent and widespread strategy, establishing a foundational footprint in the literature before 2010. Subsequently, mining waste recycling expanded its horizons, rigorously exploring the utilisation of tailings not just as aggregates in backfill operations but also as fundamental elements in broader construction projects. This phase witnessed a significant surge in inventive approaches to construction, harnessing a diverse spectrum of mining wastes, a shift markedly echoed in the focal studies around 2013 and 2014. Transitioning post-2015, a deeper dive into the material characteristics became the epicentre of research, reflecting a keen interest in understanding the intricate compositional details and reactivity of emerging cementitious materials. This phase embodied a convergence of scientific rigour and technological advancements, utilising tools like XRD, XRF and electron microscope for comprehensive material analysis. Furthermore, an amplified focus on understanding the hydration reactions and microstructural dynamics has set the stage for future innovations in the field. Moreover, since 2015, there's a growing focus on the environmental benefits of products derived from recycling efforts. This trend indicates an increasing awareness and commitment to assessing and enhancing the ecological impact of recycled materials, emphasizing the need for sustainable practices in waste management and material production. Collectively, these phases portray a thriving and evolving research landscape, steering
towards more sustainable and innovative solutions in the construction industry, fostering a future that harmonises scientific insights with environmentally conscientious practices.

3.3 Cluster Analysis, Cluster Timeline Analysis, and Keyword Burst Analysis

In the cluster analysis, keywords and topics are categorised based on their similarity and frequency of occurrence, establishing “clusters” that spotlight the intricate relationships and interdependence among them. From a set of ten clusters, we discerned the predominant research themes within the surveyed literature (Figure 5A). This analysis unveiled that, beyond the solid waste categories and prevalent research methodologies (such as LCA) \[73,74\], there is a marked emphasis on aggregate recycling, properties (mechanical and frost) \[75,76\], and compressive strength. These findings underscore the significance of construction material destination and in-depth material characterisation within the domain. By engaging deeply with the cluster timeline analysis (Figure 5B), we have carefully traced the development of these clusters across several years, offering a temporal perspective to witness the shifts and transformations in research focal points. It is noteworthy to mention that the cluster timeline analysis bears a resemblance to the keyword temporal analysis, wherein it encapsulates the analysis of keyword evolution within each respective cluster over a designated time span. Consequently, the insights derived from the cluster timeline analysis often align with those discerned from the keyword temporal analysis, thus affirming the intricate interrelations and concurrent trajectories discernible in the research trends pertaining to the reuse of mining waste in construction materials. It is evident that, over the years, the scope of research has expanded beyond just exploring the basic engineering applications of recycling mining waste. Instead, it has ventured into a more nuanced exploration, delving deep into the intricate characterisation, chemistry, and microstructure of construction materials developed from mining waste as a foundational element. This transition underscores an escalating acknowledgement of the rich potential harboured by mining waste in spearheading sustainable initiatives within the construction industry, championing both environmental stewardship and economic efficacy.
Significantly, through the synergistic application of Cluster Analysis (Figure 5A), Cluster Timeline Analysis (Figure 5B), and Keyword Burst Analysis (Figure 5C), it becomes apparent that the primary reuse application of mining waste has been progressively steering towards the recycling of aggregate in the formulation of high-performance or specialised-performance concrete materials. Within the Keyword Burst Analysis, there is a notable surge in keywords related to aggregate recycling, high-performance concrete, and other construction materials, commanding prominent rankings among the strongest citation bursts. Indeed, the journey of research and innovation in utilising mining waste is an ongoing endeavour, encompassing avenues such as the development of mining waste as a viable alternative to traditional cement. Nevertheless, the central trajectory in recycling mining waste is distinctly shifting towards the domain of aggregate recycling, specifically in the formulation of high-performance or speciality concrete materials. We outline our hypotheses regarding this trend as follows:

- The process of cement preparation is steeped in a rich history spanning hundreds of years, boasting a level of maturity and refinement [77,78]. The initiative to transform mining waste into a novel cementitious material, thereby...
replacing traditional cement, aligns well with the principles of sustainable development. However, from a technical standpoint, this venture is still in its nascent stages, facing a path brimming with challenges and discoveries yet to be made [79].

- Repurposing mining waste as aggregate for cement-based construction materials (or backfill applications) [80,81] presents a more immediate and practical solution to the burgeoning issue of waste accumulation. This approach not only facilitates a swift and extensive resolution to waste management concerns but also capitalises on certain inherent properties of mining waste. These attributes can be harnessed to craft high-performance [82] or specialised building materials [83], transforming a problem into an opportunity for innovation and sustainability in the construction sector.

The analysis vividly outlines the evolving trends in mining waste application within the construction sector. Through cluster analysis, we highlight critical connections and dominant themes, emphasizing innovative recycling strategies and a deeper focus on material characterization, mechanical properties, and environmental impacts. The timeline analysis further delineates these trends, offering a dynamic perspective on the shifts and expansions in research focal points over the years. The collaborative insights from cluster analysis, cluster timeline analysis, and keyword burst analysis indicate a significant shift towards utilising mining waste in creating high-performance construction materials, corroborated by a recent surge in pertinent keywords. This trajectory signifies a sustained commitment to harnessing the sustainable potentials of mining waste, foreseeing a promising path where innovation and sustainable solutions take the lead, transforming mining waste from a challenge to a valuable asset, enhancing environmental sustainability and economic viability in the construction industry [84,85].

3.4 Further Discussion

Over time, the amalgamation of mining waste and the construction sector has traversed a remarkable journey (Figure 6), marked by significant advancements and innovations.

The initial integration of mining waste into the construction sector began with simple recycling methods, predominantly using such waste as aggregates for backfill materials to stabilise mining underground infrastructures. Early studies also identified red mud and fly ash (by-product from incinerators) as viable alternatives for cement production, paving the way for in-depth research and broader applications. As the field developed, the focus transitioned from basic
reuse to exploring the multifaceted applications of mining waste, particularly as aggregates in various construction projects. Around 2013 and 2014, the sector witnessed a burgeoning tide of innovation, venturing into an expansive realm of mining waste potentials while accentuating material characterization. Although analytical techniques like XRD and XRF aren't at the cutting edge anymore, they found renewed prominence around 2015, remaining crucial tools for the in-depth analysis of properties inherent to materials derived from mining waste. This era underscored an intensified curiosity towards the exploration of hydration reactions and the microstructures of building materials crafted from mining waste. Researchers were keen on drawing comparisons with conventional cement foundations, delving deeply into the genesis of structures that enhance strength, such as C-S-H (Calcium Silicate Hydrate), thereby heralding prospective sustainable developments within the industry.

Regarding waste destination, the trajectory of mining waste utilisation has progressed remarkably from its rudimentary stages, where it found usage as a component for backfill materials and as potential constituents in cement substitutes, expanding eventually to encompass more comprehensive roles within the construction sector such as in the fabrication of building concrete and road foundation materials. Currently, the predominant avenues for repurposing mining wastes hinge significantly on recycling them as aggregates to craft high-performance or specialised concrete and backfill constituents. This method not only presents a viable solution to the growing issue of mining waste accumulation but also ingeniously leverages the intrinsic properties of these wastes. Also, this approach enhances environmental protection by potentially encapsulating harmful pollutants, thus preventing their release into the environment.
The symbiosis between mining waste and the construction sector has undergone profound transformations over time. Initially confined to rudimentary applications, the integration now showcases nuanced and multifaceted strategies. In the present scenario, it seems the sector has pinpointed an optimal utilisation path for mining waste, predominantly as backfill substances or constituents in construction materials. This evolution stands as a beacon of the escalating dedication towards unearthing the sustainable potentials of mining waste, fostering innovative and environmentally sustainable avenues. These initiatives project a promising future, pivoting the perspective on mining waste from a challenging concern to a significant catalyst for fostering economic and environmental advancements within the construction realm.

IV. Further Literature Analysis and Prospects
The convergence of sustainable approaches within the mining and construction sectors signals a transformative shift, intertwining environmental responsibility with economic ingenuity within evolving frameworks. The trajectory these sectors are on is clear: a promising future marked by innovative strategies for repurposing mining waste, born from enhanced collaborations between these intertwined industries. Over the past decade, the intertwined dynamics between mining and construction have become increasingly apparent, largely attributed to their shared dependence on natural resources and material flow. Looking ahead, an even tighter integration of these sectors is expected, driven by shared goals for sustainable development and collaborative efforts that leverage the unique strengths of each field to advance pioneering initiatives for the reuse of mining waste.

**Technological Advancements in Waste Management:** Firstly, the technological evolution, notably the advent of intelligent systems, is set to play a pivotal role in advancing the utilisation of mining waste in the construction sector. This potential fusion with burgeoning technologies like artificial intelligence, data analytics, and the Internet of Things (IoT) is gradually transcending from a concept to an established reality. Illustratively, since 2018, research endeavours such as those led by Qi et al. [86-89], have been at the forefront in developing various intelligent models to predict the strength of cementitious materials using mining waste as aggregate, providing vital insights at different stages of preparation. These developments aim to significantly enhance decision-making and optimisation models concerning the strength of cementitious materials. Looking ahead, we anticipate not merely the emergence of sophisticated intelligent decision-making systems but also the integration of this technology with advanced construction equipment. This synergy is expected to revolutionise the sector by autonomously controlling the proportion of mining waste utilised in creating construction materials, thereby paving the way for more informed, efficient, and intelligent construction processes.

**Sustainable Waste Management Policy:** Secondly, the successful case studies illustrating both environmental and economic dividends stemming from the integration of mining waste in the construction sector pave the way for broader policy adaptations. It is anticipated that in the near future, governments and global entities will forge policies fostering sustainable initiatives [90]. Besides bolstering the ongoing endeavours to reincorporate mining waste in the construction sphere, these policies are expected to encompass a wider range of applications, including facilitating the creation of other chemical products. Furthermore, these strategies are slated to catalyse the formulation of green building standards.
[91], thereby endorsing the utilisation of materials regenerated from mining waste. This active advocacy and incentivisation from policy quarters are poised to synchronise efforts and foster collaboration, consequently amplifying the efficacy of reuse strategies. This is seen as a harbinger of a new phase of sustainable development, where industrial functions align symbiotically with environmental norms, fostering a landscape that promotes harmonious growth and ecological conservation [91].

**Circular Economy and Waste Classification Framework:** Finally, spurred by the successful endeavours in reincorporating mining waste within the construction sector, which have culminated in both environmental and economic boons, the circular economy’s principles are set to be embraced extensively as a central element in future strategies pertaining to mining waste management and sustainability [92]. This economic paradigm accentuates the prudent management of resources through initiatives that encompass reducing, reusing, and recycling materials. As we navigate the foreseeable future, we anticipate the emergence of an augmented array of frameworks dedicated to the stratification and reintroduction of mining waste. These frameworks are poised to delineate blueprints for formulating strategies that aim to mitigate waste and augment resource utilisation, thus amplifying the advantages of a circular economy [83,93]. Consequently, this progression promises to foster a mutually beneficial relationship bridging the mining and construction sectors, with the potential to extend its positive influences to various other industries, thereby fostering an interconnected and synergistic industrial ecosystem.

The integration of cutting-edge technology with forward-thinking policies marks the beginning of a new era for the mining and construction sectors. Focusing on a future underscored by resource optimisation, embracing circular economy tenets represents a profound metamorphosis in resource stewardship, engendering interconnected industrial synergies. As we embark on this luminous journey, the emphasis on fostering collaborations and spearheading innovations in tandem with global sustainability benchmarks cannot be overstated. The forthcoming era encapsulates a vision of harmonious integration between technological evolution and environmental guardianship, laying down a foundation for enduring growth and comprehensive progress. Our path forward is shaped by the collaboration of the mining and construction industries, supporting a new paradigm of environmental commitment and economic wisdom.

### 4.1 Technological Advancements
Recognizing the transformative role that the technological evolution is slated to play in reshaping the utilization of mining waste within the construction sector is imperative. This forthcoming synthesis with rapidly emerging technologies - including artificial intelligence, data analytics, and the Internet of Things (IoT) - is no longer just an ambitious vision, but is progressively becoming an established reality that holds the potential to redefine industry standards. This transition marks the beginning of a promising journey where technology and sustainability converge to foster a new paradigm in construction and waste management, laying a firm foundation for advancements that are both intelligent and environmentally responsible.

Cutting-edge technologies have already begun to illuminate prospects within the domain, particularly in leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) for predicting critical aspects associated with the reincorporation of mining waste in the construction sector. Initially, AI found a significant application in waste management endeavours, aiding in the precise forecasting of annual solid waste emissions originating from specific mining sites [94]. However, the focal point gradually transitioned towards enhancing the sustainability of the construction industry, with a surge in research efforts utilizing AI techniques to predict the efficacy of cementitious materials fortified with mining waste aggregates, accurately estimating vital attributes like 3-day, 7-day, and 28-day strengths [95,96]. Within this burgeoning field, the contributions of Qi et al [86-89], previously acknowledged, stand as a beacon of expertise and innovation, spearheading the progressive development and substantiating the promising potential this approach harbours. Furthermore, the incorporation of data analytics has become an indispensable component in this venture, complementing the predictive proficiencies of AI to forge a research trajectory that is both robust and forward-thinking [97], as corroborated by Qi et al [98] in their seminal works. (Figure 7A)

Initially, the incorporation of the Internet of Things (IoT) in mining waste management primarily served to synchronize with sensor technologies for safety and environmental surveillance of tailings storage facilities, such as ponds or dams [99]. This technological synergy was instrumental in scrutinizing potential safety hazards at sites earmarked for mining waste deposition, and in monitoring the environmental health of the adjoining soil and water bodies, which are perennially at risk of contamination due to waste discharge. As the narrative pivoted towards a rising emphasis on repurposing mining waste within the construction sector, a noteworthy shift was observed in the application of IoT...
technology. Nowadays, it often interfaces synergistically with blockchain technology, facilitating meticulous monitor-
ing of the origin of raw materials designated for construction usage \cite{100,101}. This collaboration is particularly pivotal in tracing mining waste back to its source, a step that ensures compliance with established criteria essential for its incor-
poration in the formulation of construction materials, thereby fostering a sustainable and accountable materials pipeline.

\textbf{(Figure 7B)}
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\caption{(A) Leveraging AI technology and data analytics for optimized management and reuse of mining waste in construction; (B) Leveraging IoT technology and Blockchain for optimized management and reuse of mining waste in construction.}
\end{figure}

We stand at the dawn of a revolutionary era in the construction sector, characterized by the burgeoning integration of technologies like artificial intelligence, data analytics, the Internet of Things (IoT), and blockchain in the realm of mining waste re-utilization. Despite promising strides, it is crucial to recognize that this is merely the inception of a technological convergence that still harbours substantial untapped potential. The path ahead is long and laden with
opportunities for groundbreaking research and refinement, necessitating a focused approach towards further development and integration of these high-end technologies. The industry stakeholders are at a juncture where collaboration and innovation are vital in navigating the complexities that lie ahead, pushing the boundaries of what is currently achievable and fostering a future where technological advancements align seamlessly with environmental responsibility.

4.2 Waste Management Policy

Standing at the nexus of environmental responsibility and industrial growth, there is a burgeoning realization of the profound dividends, both environmental and economic, that emerge from integrating mining waste into the construction sector. Governments and global entities are gradually gearing towards policies that not only strengthen the sustainable reincorporation of mining waste but also foster a broader spectrum of applications, even reaching as far as the formulation of green building standards. This alignment with policy directives heralds a new era where industrial practices align with ecological standards, promoting both economic growth and environmental preservation.

Undoubtedly, we are witnessing the rise of several sustainability concepts concerning the recycling of mining waste, with “Green Mining” concept standing out as the most significant catalyst [102,103]. This concept, heralded by authoritative institutions like the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [104,105], embodies the mining industry’s refreshed dedication to sustainable practices, particularly emphasizing the innovative reuse of mining waste in areas such as backfill mining. This shift towards sustainability has not only fostered a surge in environmentally responsible mining initiatives but also inspired the formulation of corresponding policies globally. A prime example of this is China’s proactive implementation of the “Green Mine Construction” resource development strategy [106-108]. This initiative advocates for systematic and scientific mining processes, concentrating on curtailing ecological disruptions throughout the mineral resource development stages. Moreover, it actively promotes the recycling of mining waste, envisioning the construction sector as a significant recipient of these reused materials. Researchers [106,107] aligned with this initiative posit that utilizing mining waste as a base material in constructing backfill structures or formulating cementitious materials can significantly reduce aggregate mining activities like sand and gravel extraction. This approach not only diminishes the accumulation of mining waste but also alleviates environmental stress, paving the way for a more sustain-
able and environmentally conscious mining industry. Moreover, Malaysia’s Green Building Index [109] notably emphasizes the sustainability of building materials, championing the integration of solid waste, like mining waste, into the construction sector as potential aggregates. This progressive approach underscores Malaysia’s commitment to ecological responsibility and offers a model for other nations to consider sustainable construction practices more deeply. (Figure 8A)

Figure 8. (A) Policies on mining waste reuse in China and Malaysia; (B) UNFC-based framework for the classification of mining waste in the construction sector.

Furthermore, there’s a growing momentum among researchers focusing on policies related to the management and repurposing of mining waste [110,111]. While strides have been made in several sectors, a significant policy void remains in the construction industry, indicating the substantial journey still ahead. A pivotal 2012 Science article emphasized the multifaceted potential of mining waste. Beyond the obvious mineral extraction, it can be leveraged as a supplementary fuel source for power plants, utilized in the repair of geological formations, and innovatively integrated into construction materials [112]. However, realizing these potentials hinges on comprehensive policy frameworks and unwaivering support. Together, these efforts will signify a promising transition towards a sustainable and eco-conscious future where industrial development coexists harmoniously with environmental conservation.
We find ourselves at a critical juncture where environmental stewardship and industrial advancement intertwine, underpinned largely by the developing landscape of policies encouraging the reuse of mining waste. As the “Green Mining” concept gains prominence, spearheaded by reputable institutions like MIT, there is an emerging global shift towards more responsible mining practices. Notable strides have been made, particularly in China with the initiation of the “Green Mine Construction” resource development strategy, highlighting a proactive approach in policy formulation. Yet, the journey is far from over; a substantial gap still exists, especially in the construction sector. Future policies need to address this by fostering a broader spectrum of applications, potentially leading to the formulation of green building standards. This endeavor promises not only a surge in sustainable mining initiatives but also a harmonious future where industries thrive alongside preserved and cherished environments.

4.3 Waste Classification Framework

As policies continue to evolve, the promotion of mining waste reuse is poised to escalate, heralding a surge in case studies and actual instances of mining waste reincorporation within the construction industry. Consequently, as global awareness heightens regarding the substantial benefits derived from mining waste integration within the construction sphere, there emerges a pressing necessity for a comprehensive framework to facilitate the classification of mining waste. This framework should facilitate the categorization of diverse mining wastes based on distinct characteristics including potential economic value upon reuse, contribution to the enhancement of the strength within building materials, and other pertinent aspects. Subsequently, this classification will enable the informed redirection of various mining wastes into appropriate avenues within the construction domain, thereby fostering optimized utilization and fostering a sustainable cycle of resource management.

Currently, the classification framework for mining waste remains unclear, largely because the characteristics of these wastes are not fully understood. This lack of clarity is partly due to the diverse nature of waste generated from different minerals, which varies significantly based on the type of ore and mining methods employed. Furthermore, the potential directions for recycling mining waste, especially within the construction sector, have not been thoroughly explored. Ideally, each type of mining waste should have an optimal recycling pathway that maximizes reuse efficiency in specific areas, yet current research has not fully elucidated these pathways. Comprehensive future studies are needed to explore these aspects. Additionally, the significance of mining waste recycling was not always a focus, but as we
delve deeper into the strategies surrounding sustainable waste management, the UNFC's (United Nations Framework Classification) categorization framework for anthropogenic resources comes to the fore as a beacon of clarity and direction [113,114].

This framework, acknowledged globally, underscores the potential of anthropogenic resources, a category to which mining waste unequivocally belongs, according to United Nations definitions. The UNFC serves as a prominent classification instrument, traditionally employed for delineating the categories and potentials of minerals, oil, and other natural resources. In contrast, the sector of anthropogenic resources, particularly mining waste, finds itself in the nascent stages of developing a globally standardized classification and reporting framework, an essential stride in advancing sustainable management and utilization strategies [115]. Despite the absence of a universal guideline, a considerable number of contemporary case studies have ventured into pioneering efforts to categorize mining waste through the lens of the UNFC [116-119]. These initiatives leverage the critical dimensions embodied by the UNFC: "E", "F", and "G" factors. In the UNFC schema, the economic aspect is predominantly represented by the "E" dimension, which serves as a vital conduit where the tenets of the circular economy are intricately infused, accentuating both resource efficiency and the retention of value. Concurrently, the "F" dimension typically signifies the feasibility or flexibility in implementing various resource management strategies, embodying a multifaceted approach to resource utilization and sustainable development. Meanwhile, the "G" dimension is usually employed to express the degree of certainty in resource estimations, serving as a gauge of reliability and assurance in the projection analyses. Moreover, there has been a growing trend among researchers to reinterpret the "G" dimension from a more ecological perspective, aligning it with the Global Urgency of Environmental Protection [83]. This innovative approach aligns seamlessly with the pressing necessity to incorporate environmental safeguards in resource management strategies, highlighting a proactive commitment to fostering global environmental stewardship. This interpretation not only enriches the conceptual depth of the UNFC framework but also potentially guides it towards becoming an instrument that harmonizes economic prospects with ecological imperatives, fostering a sustainable and balanced approach to resource management in the future.

To enhance the effective reuse of mining waste in construction, we propose a refined UNFC-based classification framework with three key dimensions: Economic Viability (E), Recycling Flexibility (F), and Environmental Urgency (G). Here, "E" assesses the potential economic returns of recycling specific mining waste in construction, categorized as...
high to low (E1, E2, E3). "F" measures the flexibility or scope of recycling this waste, also ranked from high to low (F1, F2, F3) and considers various end uses. The "G" dimension evaluates the urgency of environmental protection needed due to the stockpiling of certain waste types, with four levels (G1 to G4) that reflect the severity of potential environmental impacts. By employing this framework (Figure 8B), various types of mining waste, such as tailings and red mud, can be effectively classified with designations like "E1/F2/G2" and "E1/F1/G1", respectively. This method facilitates their strategic redistribution within the construction industry and supports the integration of additional analytical methods. This tiered approach not only optimizes resource utilization but also drives forward a sustainable management cycle. However, to refine this process and validate its effectiveness, extensive case studies are required. Future considerations could include the broader economic impact of mining waste on communities within the "E" dimension [120-125], the feasibility of combining mining waste with other waste types [126] in "F", and a more comprehensive analysis of mining waste's environmental behaviors [127-129] and public health impacts [130,131] in "G".

V. Conclusion

Environmental sustainability has transcended buzzword status to become a critical mandate, and our comprehensive review underscores the synergistic potential between the mining and construction sectors for sustainable development. We have identified that innovative repurposing of mining waste, particularly as aggregates in construction projects, not only addresses environmental concerns but also paves the way for economic and practical advancements. Key conclusions from our analysis include:

- **Historical Evolution**: The progression from rudimentary reuse to strategic incorporation of mining waste highlights a growing recognition of its value. This evolution underscores a significant shift towards sustainability in construction practices, evidencing a maturation of techniques and approaches over time.

- **Technological and Policy Synergy**: Leveraging advanced technologies alongside supportive policies has been pivotal in enhancing the utility of mining waste for construction. This synergy not only facilitates the efficient management and application of mining waste but also sets a precedent for sustainable industry standards.

- **Strategic Frameworks for Waste Management**: The adoption of comprehensive frameworks, such as the UNFC classification, signifies a methodical approach to mining waste reuse. By identifying and categorizing waste for specific construction applications, these frameworks bolster systematic sustainability efforts.
Future Directions and Collaborative Innovation: The path forward necessitates a collaborative industry approach, integrating technological advancements, policy reform, and sustainability principles. The continuous exploration of mining waste’s potential will drive innovative solutions, fostering a sustainable construction ecosystem that valorizes waste as a resource.

In weaving together the past developments with current innovations and future prospects, our study not only highlights the significant strides made in repurposing mining waste for construction but also emphasizes the ongoing need for collaborative, cross-sectoral efforts to realize its full potential (as shown in Figure 9). Embracing this holistic approach, the construction industry can lead the way in sustainable development, transforming challenges into opportunities for environmental stewardship and economic growth.
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